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Infrared spectra of BeSOc4H~O and its deuterated analogue at
110 K in 1200-250 cm-1 region
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Abstract. IR. absorption spectra of BeSO4.4HzO and its deuterated analogue
are reported in the region 1200--250 cm-a at 110 K. The half-widths and relative
integrated intensities of the bands are also reported. The study largely confirms
the assignments for the v3 and v4 modes of SO2- ion and the v8 mode of Be(aq)~+,
complex as made by Diem et al. The assignments of the other modes of SO~- and
Be (aq)~+, and the librational modes of water are given a more solid footing as
result of the present investigation.
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1. httroduetion
The infrared spectrum of BeSO4.4H20 in the region 1200--250 cm-1 is quite
complex because, apart from the internal modes of SO~- ion and the librations
of water, a quasi molecule Be(H20) 2+ occurring in this hydrate (Sikka and
Chidambaram 1969) also gives its spectrum. Several IR, Raman and neutron
inelastic scattering (NIS) studies are available on this salt (e.g., Glemser and
Hartert 1955; Diem etal 1968; Katiyar and Krishnamurthy 1969; Thaper etal
1969 and 1974). However, the assignments of the bands need reexamination,
particularly those for the librations of water and the modes of Be (aq)~+, since
they are of central importance in relation to the role of H-bonding and M--O~
coordination, both of which are here amongst the strongest known for hydrates.
In the present work we report the IR absorption spectra of polycrystalline
BeSO4.4H20 and its deuterated analogue at 110 K in the 1200-250 cm-1 region.
While the work largely confirms the earlier assignments for the internal modes
of SO~-, fresh assignments are given for the internal modes c,f Be(aq)2+ and
the librations of water.

2. Experimental
AnalaR
solation
repeated
system.

grade BeSO4.4H20 was purified by recrystallization from its aqueous
at room temperature (Mellor 1957). The deuterate was prepared by
dissolution of the normal salt in Dad and evaporatiov in a vacuum
Thin film technique (Jain et al 1973) on CsBr plate was used for recording
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the spectra, but high deuteration spectra were checked using the nujcl mull
technique. The spectra were recorded on Perkin-Elmer 521 IR spectrophotometer. The frequency scale was calibrated against the peaks of polystyrene and
indene. For sharp and isolated bands the accuracy is + 2 cm-1. The observed
spectra were analysed giving Lorentzlan shape to the components. Such analysis
is justified when band widths are much larger compared to the instrumental slit
width (Bartoli and l_itovitz 1972). We used the principle of minimum number
of components warranted by the observed curve and the most consistent intensity distributior~ as between repeated t "ials. The positions thus obtained may be
accurate to ± 5 cm-1 and intensities to ± 20~o in most cases.
For low temperature, liquid nitrogen was used as the coolant for a copper block
which held the sample. The temperature at the sample was measured with a
calibrated thermocouple.
3.

Results

The spectrum of the hydrate at 110 K is given in figure I along with the Lorentzian analysis. The corresponding spectrum of" the deuterate is givel~ in figure 2.
The band positions, hail-widths, integr~.ted intensities and assignments are given
in table 1. The polarizations shown are those cf the bands in corresponding positions observed by Diem et al (1968) in the polarised IR reflection spectra of the
single crystals at 14 K,
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Figure 1. Infrared absorption spectrum of a thin film of BeSOi.4H20 at 110 K
in 1200-250 cm-x region. Solid curve shows the observed spectrum while the
broken curves show the Lorentzian components.
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TaMe 1. IR absorption bands of BeSO4.4H~O and its deuterate at 110 K in the
region 1200-250 cm-x along with their assignments. In paranthesis the first figure
gives the half-width in cm-x, the second gives the relative integrated intensity obtained
asthe product of half-width and peak intensity and normalized to 100 for the stronger
component of vs(SOt ~-) mode.
vn (hydrate)
(cm-1)
1143 (70, 50).1.*
1078 (95, 100).L,I{

vD (deuterate)
(cm-1)

vH/vD

1135 (60,30).1.
1.01 |
1078 (100, 100).1., 1.00[

v31
v82

Assignment +

SO4~-

982 (90, 60).1.
923 (80, 35)11

858 (70, 50)t
900 (,~ 60, 10)ll

1.14 / v8x
1.02 J" v8~

Be (aq)42+

878 (80, 20)
784 (80, 75)11

810 (,~ 60, 10)
770 t90, 70)11

1.08 }
1.02 S

Be (aq)42q

745 (50, 25).1.
693 (50, 35).1.

534 (25, 10).t.
475 (30, 10).1.

1.40 I
1.45 ~

663 (40, 20)±
618 (50, 30).1.
575 (,~ 70, 40)11

673 (30, 25)±
618 (40, 20).1.
592 (20, 15)11

0.99 ~
1.00 ~
0.97

,~610 ~

442 (40, 30)11

1.38

502 (20, 5)11

500 (30, 20)11

I. 00

vz

323 t25, 20)11
266 (30, 25)

311 (30, 30)11
261 (20, 20)

1.04~
1.031

v (Be (aq)4~+ ... SO4z-)

v41
v42

**

Rock (HaO/DaO)
v41
v42
v43

SO42Wag (HaO/D~O)
804 a-

* Polarization data are taken from the work of Diem et al (see text)..I, and l] show polarization with respect to the z-axis of the crystal. Corresponding to vn = 1078 cm-1 Diem et al.
observed two bands (one .I., and one II); v~ = 878 cm-x and vD = 810em-1 were not observed by
Diem etal; and vH = 266 cm-~ and vD = 261 cm-x falloutside the range of Diem et a/'s study.
+ Assignments of v3 and v4 modes of SO~2- and of v81mode of Be (aq)~ 2+ match well with
those given by Diem etal.
** Be (aq)4 z+ is the tetrahedral aquo-complex quasi-molecule.
a Taking cue from the strong band 610 cm-1 (1t) observed by Diem etal (see text). In
our spectra this band would be obscured by the 618 cm-x band. Part of the intensity shown for
that band thus belongs to Wag (H20/D20).

4.

Discussion

(i) Assignments:

General and SO~- modes

Our a b s o r p t i o n spectra o f powdered samples at 1J0 K m a t c h largely With those
reported by D i e m et al (1968) using reflection o f polarized I R radiation from
single crystals at 14 K. Hence th :jr information a b o u t the polarization m a y be
used for bands observed in corresponding positions by us. A m o n g the notable
differences (as expected f r o m the different processes o f study), two weak bands
listed by t h e m in deuterate s p e c t r u m at 923 and 410 c m -1 are n o t observed by us,
and the bands observed by us at 900 and 810 cm -1 in the deuterate and at 878 cm -~
in the hydrate were not observed by them. P r e s u m a b l y our 900 c m -1 band corres.
ponds to their b a n d at 923 cm-L The region below 300 c m -~ was not covered
by D i e m et aL Intensitywise the only major departure is t h a t a very strong b a n d
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Figure 2. Infrared absorption spectrum of nujol mull of BeSO4.4H=O (on CsBr
plates) at 110 K in 1200-250cm-1 regioo. Solidcurve shows the observed spectrum
while the broken curves show the Lorentzian components.
observed by them at ~,610 cm-l(ll) is not observed by us separately from the
band at 618 cm-1 which has only medium intensity.
For assignments the three main criteria are : the ratio vn/vDof a band position
in the hydrate to that in the deuterate, the p. larization of bands and the intensity
distribution. Assuming that no noticeable structural change occurs on deuteration, the SO~- bands are sorted out by VR/VD= 1"00. Then the water libralions and the internal modes of Be (aq)~+ complex are marked by vn/vD:~ 1" 4 and
,'-, 1"05 respectively. Table 1 shows that all the bands observed in the hydrate
and the deuterate can be correlated and scrted out for assignments on this basis
It is interesting that the correlation holds true as regards the polarization of the
corresponding bands in the hydrate and the deuterate. Also it is found that
the intensities of the bands in the spectra of the two isotropic analogues correlate satisfacterily. Minor departures are to be attributed to the shifts in coupling
effects on deuteration (Berenblut etal 1973).
As regards the SO~- mode vibrations, our assignments for the v8 and v4 modes
agree with those of Diem etal (1968). The f< rbidden vz mode, which is allow, d
at $4 site in the present case, should be of small half-width. We therefore a s s i ~
the bands at VH= 500 cm-~, vD= 502 cm-~ to this mode. The band at 982 cm-1
in the hydrate is close in position to the h mode of free SO~-. But no corresponding band is observed in the deuterate and b( th the intensity and half-width
cf the band are much too large for a mode disallowed (Tayal et al 1974) at S4
site. Hence the 982 cm-~ band is attributed to Be(aq)~+, in spite of the fact that

vn/vo ratio in this case is somewhat larger, being 1' 14 compared with the expected
,~,1- 05.
(ii) Internal modes of Be (aq)~+ complex tetrahedron
In table 1 four cf the observed bands are attributed to the Be(aq)]+ complex.

IR of BeS04.41120 and its deuterate
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The crystal structure data (Sikka and Chidambaram 1969 show that the Be(aq)~+
tetrahedron has linear symmetry (S--O bond lengths are equal) and is only angularly distorted. Thus the v1 mode would not appear in infrared. The observed
bands have thus to be attributed to v3 and v4 modes. In line with the general
convention (v3 > v4) we have attributed the two higher frequency bands to v~
modes (consistent with Diem et ors assignments in the hydrate) and the two lower
frequency bands to v4 modes. Out of the available four sites (C1, C~, D2 and $4)
under the group D~a, $4 is the nearest to satisfying the observed number of bands,
At this site a component for v2 should also appear. In the present case this band
may be too weak to distinctly show up.
The internal mode frequencies of Be(aq)~+ complex here observed (,~ 900 cm-1)
are high compared with those in metal-aquo complexes reported so far (Ross,
1972). In AI (H~O)4 complex, for example, the highest frequency is only 540 cm-1
(Ross 1972). The high frequency in Be(aq)~+ cannot be attributed to low Be
mass alone, since in Li~SO4. H~O the Li--Ow stretching frequency is as low as
447 cm-1 (Meshitsuke etal 197I) in spite of the light Li atom. Thus the
occurrence of very high frequencies in the present case indicates that the Be--Ow
bond is exceptionally strong.
We note that the va and v4 mode bands of Be(aq)~+ fall much closer together
thart the corresponding ones of SO,z-. Also the intensities /(val-{ - 1,a 2) and
I(v41 -b v42) are comparable (being 95 and 95 units in the hydrate ; 60 and 80 units
in the aeuterate) whereas for SO~- the Va mode is far stronger than v4 mode. In
this context we recall that although the complex Be(aq)~+ has the same geometly
as the ion SO~-, the bindings in the tw, cases are essentially different in nature.
Amongst complexes close lying va, v4 values are not unusual; thus in ion KSbF4
they fall at 747, 550 cm-~ respectively (Ross, 1972). Close lying v3, v4 woula
contribute to strong mixing of the modes and would make the intensities comperable. In Be(aq)~+ the small mass of Be will further add to the mixing of tl'.e
va and v4 modes.
t iii) Librational modes of water molecules
All the bands assigned to water librations in the hydrate (745, 693 and ~610 cm-1)
have their counterparts in the det~terate with consistent frequency ratios, intensities and half-widths. Thaper et al (1974) have also assigned a single broad band at
710 cm-1 in their NIS spectra to water librations in this crystal. As for separate
assignments fGr rocking, wagging and twisting modes, we note that the tw!st!ng
mode is normally IR fc.rbiddeo. In the present case C 1 site symmetry (Srivastava
et al 1976) could make it appear weakly. But none at the three observed bands
is much weaker than the rest, and possibly this mode is absent. Among tl=e
observed bands, the close frequency shift ratios and comparable intensities of
745 and 693 cm-1 bands would link them to one mode, leaving the 610 cm-1 banct
to the other. For nearly harmonic potential the frequency shift ratios on
deuteration are expected to be 1.32 for the wagging mode and 1.43 for the rocking
mode (Van tier Elsken and Robinson 1961). The observed ratios therefore suggest
the assignment of 610 cm-~ to wagging and the other two to rocking. According
to Miyazawa (1961) wagging band should be more intense than rocking. This
P--6 (2pp).
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supports the above assignments in the case of deuterate spectra, but in the
hydrate the situation is obscure because of overlapping of the H 2 0 wagging with
the 618 cm ~1 band o f SO]-.
(iv) The bands at 323 and 266 cm -1
Both these ban:Is are temperature sensitive and gain in intensity on cooling.
Translations of water are already cov,:red in the internal modes of Be(aq)~+
complex; also librations o f SO~- or e f Be(aq)~+ complex

are I R forbidden in

Ta symmetry and would at best appear only weakly at S a site. Further, Be . . . O
(.SO]-) stretching is a third particle interaction and it will be difficult to define
this mode free of mixing.

Thus we are left with

Be(aq)]+ . . .

SO~- stretching

as the possible origin for these bands. Here both the groups invzlvod have large
masses, but due to two electronic charges on each of them the interaction could
be strong enough to give frequencies around 300 cm -1.
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